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List of Abbreviations
CSP

Central Signal Processor

LFAA

Low Frequency Aperture Array

SDP

Science Data Processor

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

SRC
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Telescope Manager
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1. Primary Representation

Figure 1: Science Data Processor (SDP) Component & Connector Primary
Representation
(LFAA = Low Frequency Aperture Array, CSP = Central Signal Processor, SRC = SKA
Regional Centre)
This is a component and connector view of an Science Data Processor (SDP) instance, of
which there will be multiple. Elements are software system instances, deployed
independently in a distributed fashion. See Element Catalogue (section 2) for detailed
explanations of the meaning of elements and relations, and the Rationale (section 5) for
documentation of the architectural patterns and decisions that informed this view.
Reading Guide: At observation time, measurement data enters SDP from the Transient
Buffer (LFAA/CSP) and Central Signal Processor (CSP) interfaces. Within SDP it gets
processed by Science Pipeline Workflows, which starts with Receive components ingesting
the data into the system, writing it to the Buffer and forwarding it to Real-Time Processing.
More demanding processing involving more computational resources or multiple iterations
over the input data will be performed by Batch Processing by re-reading Buffer data.
The outputs of Science Data Workflows are grouped into real-time data and Data Products.
The former, such as calibrations, quality assessment data or alerts get published by Data
Queues via a publish/subscribe mechanism. Data Products are stored in the Buffer and
Long Term Storage to be catalogued and delivered to SKA Regional Centres by Delivery.
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This whole process is steered by Execution Control, which provides the top-level TANGO
control interface to the Telescope Manager. Model Databases provide Science Data Model
information about the telescope (Telescope State and Model) as well as the sky (Sky Model)
to SDP components as required - typically as a snapshot ahead of processing. Data Queues
are used to collect just-in-time information generated by the running workflows (both batch
and real-time) and publish it over a TANGO interface as required. This especially includes
Quality Assessment information to allow monitoring of scientific performance.

2. Element Catalogue
This section is a dictionary where each entry is an element of the Primary Presentation. We
give the following properties for every element:
● Functionality: Description of the functions implemented by the component. This will
be the main text of the sub-sections
● Reliability: The impact of temporary or permanent (i.e. data loss) failures of this
element on the rest of the system.
● Performance: Latencies and throughput required from this component
● Resources: Noteable compute and storage resources required for functionality
● Security: Internal access restrictions and associated mechanisms, mainly for
robustness and to allow deploying SDP in cloud-like environments with multi tenancy
(e.g. test and SRC deployments). See Security View [RD02] for external interfaces.

2.1. Elements and Their Properties
2.1.1. Execution Control
This is the top-level SDP control component, implementing the control interface for the SKA
Telescope Manager sub-system. Internally, it is responsible for managing all processing and
non-processing components.
Reliability:

Critical for operation of the SKA telescope, needs to be highly available
and robust against failures

Performance:

Latency requirements: On the critical path for every TM command, so
delays should be robustly <1s

Resources:

Computational resources for replicated controller services

Security:

Access to configuration database coarsely authenticated (e.g. per
top-level component), which is used to provide secrets management
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2.1.1.1. Decomposition

Figure 2: Execution Control Decomposition Diagram
Execution control is made up mainly of control and monitoring components, as well as
supporting infrastructure. Note that for management of the platform (such as provisioning
and monitoring) it has a few noteworthy connections to Platform Services, which is a
top-level component documented in a separate view (see Platform C&C document [RD05]).
The sub-components are:
● The Master Controller is responsible for provisioning and managing all top-level
non-processing components and sub-components including Execution Control. Note
that this does not mean that all components are brought up dynamically, some
high-level components and resources (notably the Master Controller) will be started
automatically by Platform Services. The SDP element control interface is exposed to
the Telescope Manager.
● The TANGO Logger aggregates TANGO logs. For more details TANGO Interfaces
(section 2.3.2) below.
● The Processing Controller handles Scheduling Blocks and Processing Blocks as
configured by the Telescope Manager. It schedules the execution of batch
Processing Blocks according to resource availability. For execution it will then
instantiate Processing Block Controller services and assign it the required resources.
See SDP activity (section 2.4.1).
● The Processing Block Controller is responsible for executing Science Data
Workflows implementing Real-Time and Batch Processing.
Even ahead of processing, this might involve workflow stages coordinating Buffer,
Data Queues and Quality Assessment services to allocate resources and prepare
inputs. The main processing workflow stages are executed using Execution Engines,
components designed for heavy duty distributed processing tasks (see Processing
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C&C view). After processing is finished, results are stored in the Buffer and handed
over to Delivery and Long Term Storage as required. See Real-time Processing
Activity (section 2.4.4) and Batch Processing Activity (section 2.4.5).
Monitoring analyses configuration, logs and metrics to assess the health of the SDP
system. It provides the Health & Alarm Aggregator interface to the Telescope
Manager.
The Configuration Database is an intermediate store for control information of SDP
components. It tracks the dynamic configuration of the SDP system as a whole,
which includes running services as well as active processing. This meaning all
current Processing Blocks including Workflow Stages with their execution status.
Any process running within SDP should have a path in the database that allows it to
learn its configuration and gain access all needed resources. This should especially
include ways to find and access resources from, say, the Buffer and Data Queue
components. As Failover Handling (section 2.4.6) details, this is what should allow
controller services to recover after failure.
The configuration database is expected to provide service discovery, secrets
management as well as a notification infrastructure between services (low-rate
message passing). Note that these functions might get implemented as separate
components and some might have to be tightly integrated with Orchestration
Services (see decomposition in Platform C&C [RD05]). However, given the likely low
rate of SDP configuration changes a simple high-availability key-value-store would
likely suffice for a scalable and robust implementation of this component.

2.1.2. Quality Assessment
The Quality Assessment component aggregates information generated at runtime by both
Real-time and Batch Processing to provide an early assessment of produced science data.
This will involve aggregating data from data sources in Science Pipeline Workflows via Data
Queues and some analysis to make the information usable to telescope operators.
Reliability:

Low, not critical for operation

Performance:

Throughput must be able to support Quality Assessment data (TBD, but
likely < 10 MB/s per metric), good latency to make real time analysis
meaningful (TBD, but likely < 10s).

Resources:

Some processing for aggregation and analysis might be required

Security:

Requires access to Data Queues
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2.1.2.1. Decomposition

Figure 3: Quality Assessment Decomposition
(Quality Assessment is not well analysed yet and is expected to evolve a lot over the lifetime
of the SDP, so this is a preliminary decomposition.)
Quality Assessment will have at least two permanent components: The Master service
controlling Quality Assessment processes, and the TANGO interface that aggregates Quality
Assessment information for Telescope Manager. Aggregator components are expected to
get instantiated by Workflows in order to track Quality Assessment data.

2.1.3. Model Databases
The Model Databases component provides Science Data Model information, especially
Telescope Model and Sky Model data (See Data Model View [RD06]). This component is
responsible for creating Science Data Models as a Buffer object to be used in processing.
Just like processing results, this will become a Data Product associated with the Processing
Block.
To this end, Telescope Model data will either be read from the Telescope Manager or from
the Buffer. The latter option will be used for re-using information from Science Data Models
used in the past, which will be used for re-processing data (such as in SKA Regional
Centres).
Global Sky Model data will be stored and maintained internally by the Model Databases
component. Sky Model data can be queried from outside SDP, which will be used both to
maintain the database directly (such as reviewing and applying Sky Model updates) as well
as to provide Sky Model dumps to the LFAA sub-system (see context diagram in Section 3).
Reliability:

Moderate availability, not critical for operation at all times. Should be
highly resistant to data loss.

Performance:

Decent latency (TBD, <10s) for extracting Science Data Models

Resources:

Global sky model database, some processing for running query and
extraction components

Security:

Requires access to Buffer and Data Queues. Telescope Model and
database access are external interfaces.
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Figure 4: Model Databases Decomposition
Model Databases decomposes into the following sub-components:
● The Model Databases Master component starts up the other sub-components,
especially extraction components as required for Workflows.
● The Sky Model Database stores Global Sky Model data. This primarily catalogues
known sources on the sky. The sky model database will have to contain information
of constantly evolving quality and certainty, which will require versioning most
information.
● The Science Data Model Query interface provides interactive views into the
available Science Data Model data, so both Sky Model as well as Telescope Model
data. This should include managing versioned Sky Model data to support scientific
review. Furthermore, this interface will provide Delivery as well as LFAA the
capability to extract the most current Science Data Model information on-demand.
● The Science Data Model Extraction component handles Science Data Model data
in its internal Data Queue and Buffer representations, which are optimised for high
speed access and distributed updates. On one hand, this means creating snapshots
ahead of Processing and initialising Buffer storage and Data Queues accordingly.
On the other hand, this also means reading back updated information after
processing to update the Global Sky Model and propagate updated Telescope Model
data back to TM. This should not be confused with the real-time calibration solutions while those are original Telescope State data, the data handled here are
after-the-fact updates and/or overrides.

2.1.4. Delivery
The Delivery component is responsible for maintaining the Science Data Product Catalogue
and for distributing Data Products to the SKA Regional Centres (SRCs).
The Product Preparation and Delivery component is informed of new Data Products by the
Processing Block Controller and then accesses the Model Databases to add new references
to the Science Data Product Catalogue, which will be replicated to SRCs. Data Products
associated with subscriptions are prepared and transferred to SRCs automatically based on
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the policy specified via the SKA Common interface. There is also an interface for SRCs to
request Data Products directly. The Location Service ensures that the location of all copies
of each Data Product remain known.
Reliability:

Moderate, not critical for operation at all times.

Performance:

Latency on outside interface, throughput for pushing out data products.

Resources:

Some internal databases and access to fast storage for staging data
products. No data preparation is expected to be needed, since all of this
work should either happen as part of a Workflow or at SRCs.

Security:

Requires access to the Buffer on-demand. Might require special access
privileges to request Data Islands. Substantial external interfaces.

The Delivery component is decomposed further in the SDP Delivery C&C View [RD03].

2.1.5. Data Queues
The Data Queues component handles medium-rate real-time information such as calibration
solutions, alerts or Quality Assessment data exchanged between model databases,
processing and Quality Assessment. The Data Queues component also supports sharing of
intermediate processing results such as global calibration solutions between Execution
Engine instances.
Data Queues must support a certain amount of persistence in order to support reliability, to
allow restarting processes to re-read data. However, it will not have to guarantee that data
will be kept indefinitely, so, for example, old calibration solutions might get discarded once
storage limits get reached. The Data Queues component will publish alerts and calibration
solutions via TANGO to TM directly.
Reliability:

High availability, critical for processing. Should provide guarantees that
alerts get published.

Performance:

Low traffic message queues - such as alerts - should be forwarded with
minimal latency (TBD, <1s likely). Distributed throughput needs to
support Quality Assessment and calibration data (TBD, likely <10MB/s
per queue on average, might be higher in bursts).

Resources:

High-speed storage for resilience while maintaining throughput, minimal
processing requirements for control and handling the TANGO interfaces
for alerts and calibration.

Security:

Access to data queues likely not critical for security, might restrict per
processing block.
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2.1.5.1. Decomposition

Figure 5: Data Queues Decomposition
The top-level data queue component decomposes into:
● A Data Queue Master component is responsible for allocating Data Queues.
● The Data Queues themselves are expected to be off-the-shelf components with
some local storage capability to support robustness.
● Calibration Publisher and Alert Publisher components implement propagating
just-in-time processing results to the rest of the telescope via TANGO.

2.1.6. Buffer
The Buffer stores and makes available primary inputs and outputs of processing using a file
system interface. This encompasses at minimum visibility data, the Science Data Model as
well as all Data Products produced by processing. Storage will consist of multiple tiers (for
example there might be “Hot” and a ”Cold” Buffer storage tiers) to provide storage at
different sizing and performance requirements. The Buffer will have the capability to handle
the life cycle of storage instances.
All actual data transformation beyond simple copying will be implemented as applications
using the Buffer, such as Processing. See the Processing C&C view [RD04] for more detail
about the connection to processing.
Reliability:

High availability, critical for processing. As temporary high-speed
storage preventing data loss is not the Buffer’s responsibility.

Performance:

Very high throughput on storage interface (TBD, > 4 GB/s per node for
“hot” buffer space, > 0.4 TB/s globally for “cold” buffer space), very low
latency (TBD, <10ms?)

Resources:

Large amount of storage (TBD, ~10 PB for “hot” storage, ~40 PB for
“cold” storage).

Security:

Some basic access restrictions per processing block, should protect
data mounted read-only against corruption / manipulation
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2.1.6.1. Decomposition

Figure 6: Buffer Decomposition Diagram
The Buffer component decomposes into:
● Buffer storage is grouped into Data Islands, associated with a Processing Block and
- if processing - Workflow Stage. This should allow allocating storage local to
compute resources in order to provide the best possible performance. Islands can
also access storage from other islands, however this will clearly not have the
performance guarantees we would normally associate with data islands.
● The Buffer Master component instantiates Data Islands as requested via the
coordination interface. It maintains data lifecycle management information, especially
considering decisions about when to delete data and/or move it to Long Term
Storage.
● The Data Island Controller manages the Storage Backends contained within an
island and instantiates File System Interfaces. This includes data movement between
storage tiers and sites as required, especially Long Term Storage.
● A File System Interface is a component that gets instantiated with applications
(such as service or execution engine components) to provide access to Buffer
Storage. This access should be in terms of a global hierarchical namespace, with all
“file” objects owned by an island sharing a common island name prefix. This means
that
name
lookups
relate
to
one
island
at
maximum
(e.g.
“[island_name]/[object_name]”).
For application development purposes the interface should be “file system”-like, but
we do not expect POSIX compliance. The concrete features and guarantees might
depend on the implementing backend, including support for specialised I/O libraries.
Note that for robustness of restarts (for example workflow stages), the File System
Interface should be able to protect read-only storage spaces against corruption.
A straightforward permissible implementation would be in terms of NFS-style
“mounts” to bring files into view with the appropriate data island prefix. However at
the same time, a “Ceph” object storage accessed using “librados” would also be
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permitted as long as objects can be found from their associated global namespace
paths.
A Storage Backend provides the actual storage instances backing the File System
Interface. Within an island, different backends could be used to separate inputs,
outputs and temporary data spaces to provide performance isolation and speed up
clean-up after a stage has finished. Implementation could be as distributed file
system instances or object stores, subject to performance and operational
considerations.
The Storage Lifecycle Database keeps track of the status of all storage instances in
the storage hierarchy (especially long term storage). This will require keeping track of
storage requests and lifecycle policies (e.g. minimal retention and replication) at the
granularity of data island partitions. This is a very common component in storage
systems, so this could be implemented using off-the-shelf software, possibly even
directly integrated with Long Term Storage.

2.1.7. Receive & Real-Time Processing
The Receive Component handles data from the Central Signal Processor and the Low
Frequency Aperture Array while the observation is running. Depending on the type of
Receive measurement data might be visibilities, transient buffer or pulsar search/timing data.
Multiple instances of Receive might be active at the same time in case multiple types of
observations are running and/or the telescope is split into sub-arrays.
Handling the received data consists of:
1. Writing received and possibly pre-processed measurement data to the Buffer for later
Batch Processing
2. Feeding it directly to Real-Time Processing, such as a fast imaging or real-time
calibration solving Science Pipeline Workflows. Real-time results of such processing
pipelines are pushed out via Data Queues and might lead to e.g. alerts or calibration
solutions getting published back to the Telescope Manager.
Both raw received data as well as results of Real-Time Processing can become Data
Products, which are written to the Buffer similarly to Batch Processing.
Reliability:

Moderately high, critical for keeping up with an observation. Note that
different Receive & Real-time processing components have different
reliability requirements.

Performance:

High throughput (TBD, ingest rate > 0.4 TB/s globally), latency
requirements for real-time calibration and alerts (TBD, <10s).

Resources:

Compute required to run real-time pipelines (TBD, RCAL+fast imaging
would be up to 2 Pflop/s effective); needs buffer capacity and throughput
to write out visibilities (TBD, ~1.4 PB/h)

Security:

Requires access to Buffer and Data Queues associated with Processing
Block, as well as access to Fast Telescope State and measurement data
via external interfaces.

The decomposition of this component is documented in the Processing C&C View [RD04].
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2.1.8. Batch Processing
Batch processing runs the most demanding Science Pipeline Workflows of the SDP, both in
terms of computational and scientific complexity. To ensure performance, all its primary
inputs and outputs are expected to come from/get written to the high-speed Storage
Backends provided by the Buffer. After processing has finished, Delivery will read the data
back from the Buffer in order to deliver SDP Data Products.
Multiple instances of Batch Processing can execute at the same time, thus providing an easy
mechanism for scaling this part of processing. These instances can coordinate loosely by
communicating via Data Queues (e.g. exchange calibration solutions).
Reliability:

Moderate. Main function of the SDP, yet processing can often degrade
gracefully and (subject to resource availability) even get repeated.

Performance:

Very high throughput on reading Buffer (> 4 GB/s per node). Latency not
as important, only real-time results are likely Quality Assessment data.

Resources:

Large amount of compute (TBD, up to > 10 Pflop/s effective globally)
and buffer capacity

Security:

Requires access to Buffer and Data Queues

The decomposition of this component is documented in the Processing C&C View [RD04].

2.1.9. Long Term Storage
Long Term Storage is used for storing Buffer data that is marked for long-term storage by
the Storage Lifecycle Policy maintained by the Buffer (see section 2.1.6.1). This will only
happen after the associated Processing Blocks have finished.
Reliability:

Moderate availability, not critical for operation. Should be highly resistant
to permanent data loss.

Performance:

Needs to support at minimum the Data Product production rate of SDP

Resources:

TBD - enough for long-term archiving of data products

Security:

Should only be accessible by component managing data lifecycle

2.2. Relations and Their Properties
Not shown in the primary presentation is various Platform Services communication relating
to bringing services up or down or collecting logging and health information. For this C&C
view, this communication is considered out of scope. See the Platform C&C view [RD05] as
well as some decompositions in the previous section.

2.3. Element Interfaces
2.3.1. External Interfaces
The SDP external interfaces are described in detail in the following documents:
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CSP: 300-000000-002_04_MID_SDP-CSP-ICD, 100-000000-002_04_LOW_SDP-CSP-ICD
(Mid and Low respectively).
LFAA: 100-000000-033_01_LOW_SDP-LFAA-ICD.
TM:
300-000000-029_04_SDP_to_TM_MID_ICD,100-000000-029_04_SDP_to_TM_LOW_ICD
SRC, Observatory: See Delivery C&C View [RD03]

2.3.2. TANGO Interfaces
TANGO is a distributed control protocol used to exchange control information between SKA
sub-systems. To implement the TM interface, SDP exposes a number of TANGO devices
that report on the SDP state using attributes as well as act as a target for commands. It will
also be used to obtain Telescope Model information from other sub-systems.
An overview of these connections is shown below.

Figure 7: System-level C&C Tango Interfaces
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Figure 8: System-level C&C Execution Control Tango Interfaces
Note that the TANGO Logger device is connected to all TANGO devices. These connections
are not shown in the diagram explicitly.

2.3.3. Internal Interfaces
We have not worked out detailed information about component interfaces yet. At this point,
the most common interface types in the SDP architecture are:
● Coordination: Internal control communication within the SDP. Meant to include a
mechanism for managing SDP-wide configuration information in a consistent way,
and might include a low-rate guaranteed message passing service. Coordination
communication is always either by Execution Control or via Execution Control.
● Storage: Access to data stored in the Buffer. This allows connecting services that
read and write bulk data. This data is always either read from or written to some
Storage Implementation of the Buffer.
● Queue: Real-time mechanism for streaming data between services and processing
at medium rates. Used to transmit live updates on calibration, alerts and quality
assessment information. All queue data goes via the Data Queues component.

2.4. Element Behaviour
The SDP system behaviour is controlled in a lot of different ways: Real-time observation
behaviour is tightly coupled to the operation of the rest of the telescope, while Batch
Processing being almost entirely de-coupled (resources permitting). Finally, Delivery will
again operate on completely separate time-scales set by requests from external entities
interested in the produced science data. Fortunately, all of these top-level behaviours have
in common that they do not evolve very quickly (typically on the order of minutes), which
means that we will look at behaviour mostly from the perspective of robustness and
availability.
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2.4.1. SDP States

Figure 9: SDP Component State Dependencies. Informal notation: If a component
becomes unavailable, components that “require” it become unavailable as well,
whereas components with an “optional” connection just enter a degraded state.
The SDP will have to provide three main top-level functions: Receive and Real-Time
Processing, Batch Processing and Delivery. These functions are expected to share common
infrastructure (both in terms of software as well as hardware); however, they might degrade
in different ways if this infrastructure becomes unavailable. As the SDP is expected to make
a best effort to make each function available, we have to account for a number of degraded
operation scenarios.
Figure 8 shows an overview for how In the next sections we show how this informs the
software states we need to support for the components of this view.
2.4.1.1. Execution Control

Figure 10: Execution Control State Diagram
As the central coordination component, Execution Control is expected to come up once the
platform has minimal resources available to provide the necessary compute and database
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infrastructure. It is then meant to be able to run stand-alone without depending on other
components. One exception is that if queues are used for transferring real-time monitoring
data to be published, this functionality might degrade if Data Queues are not available. As
this mechanism should not be used for critical control data, this is only a minor degradation.
On the other hand, Execution Control is critical for operation of basically all other SDP
components. If control goes down permanently, all other components are expected to enter
their unavailable states. Note that it should be possible to restart or temporarily disable most
Execution Control sub-components (including the Master Controller) without Execution
Control becoming unavailable. However, if the Configuration Database becomes unavailable
this will likely require the entire system to shut down.
2.4.1.2. Buffer

Figure 11: Buffer State Diagram
Functionally, the Buffer is defined by the ability to create data islands, which requires data
lifecycle management. For this reason the Buffer has only two states: Off and Full.
Note that there will be a lot of metrics associated with the buffer - such as the size of hot and
cold storage. Furthermore, we likely want to closely monitor data loss events when and if
they happen. However, it is unclear at what point such problems would actually impact the
operation of other components, therefore we only report on those conditions.
2.4.1.3. Model Databases

Figure 12: Model Databases State Diagram
The characteristic function of Model Databases is the ability to aggregate the Science Data
Model from various sources ahead of processing. Secondary functions - such as maintaining
the Sky Model or allowing Delivery real-time access to the Telescope State - generally work
exactly when the primary function can be provided.
However, for full operation Model Databases needs an outside connection to query
Telescope State data from (presumably) the Engineering Archive. This is to some degree
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optional, as we can also generate Science Data Models by simply omitting such data - or
using Science Data Models produced previously as reference. This is expected to be the
principal mode of operation for SDP deployments at SKA Regional Centres, where the
Science Data Models would likely be derived from snapshots generated at the SKA site.
2.4.1.4. Data Queues

Figure 13: Data Queues State Diagram
At this point the ability of SDP to provide Data Queue services is expected to either be
available or unavailable, with little internal complexity.
2.4.1.5. Long Term Storage

Figure 14: Long Term Storage State Diagram
Long Term Storage will work mostly independently of other components, draining data
produce out of the buffer after processing on it is finished, from which they might get
re-staged into the buffer for processing or delivery.
Long Term Storage unavailability will only become a problem for top-level SDP functions
indirectly, as the Buffer might run out of capacity for holding Data Products, or Delivery and
Batch Processing might become limited in the inputs they can obtain.
2.4.1.6. Quality Assessment

Figure 15: Quality Assessment State Diagram
Assessing the quality of ongoing processing should not impact typical processing in any
way. Therefore the Quality Assessment component can be turned on and off mostly
independently of all other components provided Data Queues are available.
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2.4.1.7. Delivery

Figure 16: Delivery State Diagram
Delivery serves two functions: Creating Data Products from Buffer data after processing is
finished, and delivering the data behind Data Products to SKA Regional Centres. These
functions are in principle independent, so we should be able to run Delivery both in a mode
where no Data Products are delivered to the outside world (because transfer services are
unavailable or undesired - e.g. for security reasons) as well as a mode where we do not
accept new Data Products into the Data Product Catalogue (e.g. because Model Databases
are unavailable).
2.4.1.8. Batch Processing

Figure 17: Batch Processing State Diagram
As an internal function, the ability of Batch Processing to execute Science Data Workflows
depends solely on SDP components. Most prominently, the Buffer is required for all
processing. However, for starting new workflows we might additionally have to make use of
Model Databases to produce Science Data Models, and Data Queues will be required to
provide real-time data (such as quality assessment).
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2.4.1.9. Receive and Real-Time Processing

Figure 18: Real-Time Processing State Diagram (some edges omitted)
Real-Time processing deals with Science Data Workflows in a similar fashion to Batch
Processing, however with the added complexity that we might want to be able to operate
even in the absence of the Buffer.
Note that as one of the components with the highest availability requirements, the degraded
states might actually be fairly important for day-to-day operations: For example, the “No
queues” mode would still allow us to provide a pure ingest function where we write data to
the Buffer without calibration solving or Quality Assessment. Furthermore, operating without
the Buffer could make sense to provide real-time calibration solutions to pulsar experiments
while no visibility observation is going on.

2.4.2. SDP State Configuration and Reporting
The component states as defined in the previous sub-section relates mostly to the functions
SDP can provide. However, this does not explain sufficiently how SDP is controlled and how
we usefully report its state to the outside world.
2.4.2.1. Commanded State
Transitions between states are not instantaneous, therefore we have to account for states
where the state a SDP component should be in is different from its current state. We
therefore assume that every component has both a current as well as a “commanded” state
that it attempts to reach. The default commanded state is “full” for all components, so SDP
will attempt to bring all of its components online when it is switched on.
If the commanded state is different from the actual state of the component, the component is
seen as either transitioning or in a failure state (see below). Note that a component does not
need to transition directly to the commanded state, but might pass intermediate states. Note
that we might not actively report on the commanded state - it is redundant as the entity that
gave the command should be aware of it. However, we might report transition states and
definitely will report failures.
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2.4.2.2. Failure States
For the purpose of SDP components, we define a failure state as a component being
rendered unable to provide the expected functionality - so in other words, an inability to
transition into or maintain the commanded state due to reasons unlikely to be resolved
without intervention.
Note that due to the dependencies between SDP components, this means that faults can
propagate as shown at the start of the states section.
2.4.2.3. Alarm States
Alarms are early indicators that the component might enter a degraded state, and/or
operator attention might be required for other reasons. This is for situations where it is yet
unclear whether a local problem will actually spiral into a full fault. For example, if certain
sub-components are unavailable we might still be able to carry on as long as we do not use
said sub-component. Or we might have spotted irregularities that might impact our
performance without causing an out-right fault.
As alarms do not signal loss of functionality, they do not have to propagate - even though the
same cause might well lead to an alarm getting raised by multiple sub-components, and
certain alarms might need to be propagated for visibility reasons.
2.4.2.4. SDP Element State
For the purpose of top-level reporting, we further define the SDP element itself as a
component for the purpose of state. Its state space is conceptually the outer product of the
top-level SDP components (Delivery, Receive and Real-Time Processing, and Batch
Processing). This means that the SDP element state is “Off” if all three components are
“Off”, and “Full” if all three components are “Full”, and degraded in all in-between states.
Note that because of state propagation this indirectly covers the state of almost all SDP
components.
Some top-level element states might also be named and reported to TM via special names,
such as certain designated stand-by/start-up state or a low-power state. Setting this type of
state might involve changing SDP configuration beyond just component states, for example
by introducing a limit on the number of active nodes. We will not define those states here, as
it is not clear what their most useful definition would be.
A Failure State in any of the top-level components will cause the SDP element to report a
failure as well. Furthermore, an alarm in any SDP component might trigger an alarm for the
SDP element, however this should be filtered suitably. Reporting of these states should work
as outlined in the previous sub-section.
2.4.2.5. TANGO State
The state of SDP sub-components and the SDP element is going to get reported via the
TANGO control interface. The following table defines a mapping between SDP states and
TANGO states, in rough order of priority:
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state

healthState

Off, fault

OFF/DISABLE?

FAILED

Off, commanded state not “Off”

INIT

OK

Off

OFF

OK

Failure state

ALARM

FAILED

Alarm state

ALARM

OK

Stand-by state
(SDP element only)

STANDBY

OK

Full

ON

OK

Not “Full”

ON

DEGRADED

2.4.3. SDP Activity

Figure 19: SDP Activity Diagram
As a processing-centric system, the operation of SDP is almost entirely determined by the
Scheduling Blocks set by TM. These Scheduling Blocks contain descriptions of Processing
Blocks, which configure SDP processing for the observation. There are two types of
Processing Blocks:
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●

Real-time Processing Blocks are meant to start immediately, as they directly
correspond to an observation that is about to start
● On the other hand, offline Processing Blocks will be inserted into a scheduling queue
managed by the SDP, where they will typically be executed according to resource
availability.
For either Processing Block type SDP will (re-)check resource availability and will indicate to
the Telescope Manager whether the Processing Blocks have been accepted and which
TANGO devices will be used to report information about them.
Note that while Offline Processing Blocks are scheduled by SDP, TM can manipulate the
Offline Processing Block queue by cancelling Processing Blocks and replacing them with
new ones. It should be possible to perform Processing Block replacements atomically so that
input data cannot end up getting discarded due to race conditions or a scheduling on a
replacement Processing Block failing.

2.4.4. Real-time processing activity

Figure 20: Real-time processing activity diagram
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The real-time processing activity is closely controlled by the Telescope Manager interface:
The TANGO interface will be exposed right away. Once Real-time Processing and all
appropriate resources have been allocated, scans can be started, ended, aborted and
paused (not shown in diagram) as required using TANGO commands.
The most critical function of real-time processing blocks is to receive and preprocess the
data as well as writing it to the buffer. All remaining real-time processing is less immediately
critical and therefore slightly decoupled. It will publish real-time information about the
observation (such as alerts and quality assessment data) back to Telescope Manager as
well as produce Data Products by writing the Buffer.
Note that depending on the Science Pipeline Workflow, both the concrete activities as well
as the types and volumes of data exchanged will change quite a bit. For visibility
observations, CSP will provide a continuous visibility stream, which will be fed to real-time
imaging and calibration processes. On the other hand, for pulsar search or timing
observations SDP will receive discrete packets of data, which only need to be turned into
Data Products without any need for actual real-time processing. This means that the
sequence shown in Figure 19 is not expected to be hard-coded into the Processing Block
Controller, but should merely be seen as an example template for a real-time Science
Pipeline Workflow.
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2.4.5. Batch processing activity

Figure 21: Batch processing activity diagram
In contrast to real-time processing, SDP schedules Off-line Processing Block execution
internally. Outside of inserting new Processing Blocks into the schedule and cancelling or
replacing existing ones, TM has no direct control over what is executed when. However,
SDP will report on their status via the TANGO interface.
Batch processing will require storage preparation steps by the Buffer and (in rare cases)
Long Term Storage, as processing inputs will need to be prepared for getting read with high
throughput. While batch processing is running, this is how the bulk of I/O will be performed.
Secondary global information such as Quality Assessment data or calibration will be
published via Data Queues.
Processing Blocks will finish either because they complete, run out of their allocated time, or
are aborted by TM. In all cases, we make a best effort to produce usable Data Products.
These Data Products will then be migrated to Long Term Storage and/or delivered to SKA
Regional Centres by Product Preparation & Delivery. If processing produced updates to sky
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or telescope model, those will be fed back so that the information is available for future
processing.

2.4.6. Failover Handling
The Science Data Processor system is meant to be highly available, which the architecture
supports by providing mechanisms for recovering the state of control processes and asking
for processing to be repeatable in case of failure. Furthermore, global hierarchical name
spaces for all dynamically allocated resources (processing, storage, queues) should allow us
to prevent build-up of unaccounted allocations from such failures. The details of those
mechanisms are explained below.
2.4.6.1. Controller Failover

Figure 22: Controller Failover Sequence Diagram
We would expect most Controller services (mostly in Execution Control, but also in other
top-level components) to work in a replicated fashion. As illustrated in Figure 21, for SDP
controllers passive replication will be appropriate: The configuration database should
coordinate replicas and always be updated with the current state so the system can
gracefully recover from a controller terminating. This especially includes a robust way to
detect failing controllers.
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2.4.6.2. Resource Allocation

Figure 23: Resource Allocation Sequence Diagram
SDP will have to handle a number of internal resource pools (storage, compute, queues, to
name just a few) in a consistent manner, therefore it is especially important the system
minimises the possibility for unaccounted resources even in the presence of controller
failures.
The central mechanism should be to associate tags with allocated resources that can be
referenced against the configuration database to determine whether or not the request for a
given resource is current or not. As shown in Figure 22, assigning and committing a
resource name to the configuration should be the first action whenever a resource is
needed. This can be implicit, for example an active processing block might imply resource
allocation, and the resource name might get derived from the processing block’s name.
This name will remain associated with the resource, which in case of a failure can be used to
restore consistency - either by checking for the existence for the named resource on
allocation and/or (as shown) by doing regular “audits” or “garbage collections” of resources
to discard any unaccounted-for orphaned instances.
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3. Context Diagram

Figure 24: SKA1-Low Context Diagram

Figure 25: SKA1-Mid Context Diagram
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The Science Data Processor is a sub-system of the Square Kilometre Array system. It will be
deployed at minimum in two contexts: SKA1-Low and SKA1-Mid. In both cases it primarily
communicates with two sub-systems - Central Signal Processor for measurement data and
Telescope Manager for control and monitoring. For SKA1-Low, Transient Buffer Data comes
from LFAA, whereas it gets received from CSP for SKA1-Mid.
On the system level, the interface to SKA-Common allows the Observatory to directly access
Sky Model data as well as the Delivery Policy. According to this policy, SDP Data Products
are transferred to SKA Regional Centres outside of the SKA system.

Figure 26: SKA Regional Centre Context Diagram
A final context SDP might be deployed in is inside a SKA Regional Centre. This use case is
not very well defined yet, but this would likely involve a SKA Regional Centre implementing
the control interfaces that are normally provided by Telescope Manager. The Science Data
Product Catalogue and Long Term Storage of the nested Science Data Processor instance
would need to be updated using a so-far undefined interface. Extracting Data Products from
SDP would presumably require usage of the second-tier SKA Regional Centre interface.

4. Variability Guide
The Science Data Processor supports a number of variability mechanisms. The most
important one being the variability of processing: The aim of the architecture is to retain
maximum flexibility in terms of Science Pipeline Workflows while making it possible to
achieve good performance overall. The mechanisms for this are detailed further in the
Processing C&C View [RD04].
Furthermore, the SDP Operational System is variable in terms of context in a number of
ways. Firstly, the split into Operational System and Platform means that SDP is not
specialised to the type of platform it runs on, which means that it can be deployed in context
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of SKA regional centres, which might make different architecture decisions than the SDP
platform.
Furthermore, all external interfaces of SDP are either generic or optional, which makes a
number of deployment options possible:
●

●

●

●

The command and attributes interface provided using the TANGO protocol could in
principle be implemented by an entity that is not TM. In fact, we could easily extend
the architecture to present control interfaces using other protocols (such as REST) to
better support SRC integration in the future.
The Telescope Model interface of Model Databases is optional as long as we have
another way to obtain Science Data Models. As Science Data Models will be
available as Data Products from SDP deployments at SKA sites, this should be
enough re-processing.
Absence of LFAA/CSP would make it impossible to run Receive and Real-Time
Processing, and therefore limit SDP to batch processing jobs. This would also
eliminate the need for the fast telescope state interface. In this mode SDP would only
accept Scheduling Blocks containing Batch Processing Blocks.
The Delivery interfaces should be general enough that they will be useful for external
data exchange no matter the deployment. This especially means that it should allow
SRC deployments to work with both “local” and “remote” Data Products, and support
data transfers both to and from other SDP deployments (or compatible
implementations). See the SDP Delivery C&C View [RD03].

5. Rationale
This top-level component and connector view needs to implement a wide variety of
functions, subject to a large number of architectural drivers. We are using the following
architectural design patterns in this view:
1) For coordination we are using a service-oriented architecture pattern, with Execution
Control in charge of service registry and orchestration (via Platform Services). All
top-level SDP components are expected to expose their functionality via the
coordination database (for information critical to SDP operation) and call-return style
messages (for information that does not need delivery guarantees).
2) The Buffer decouples Receive, Processing and Delivery stages using a shared-data
pattern with multiple storage tiers (including Long Term Storage). This allows for
iterative processing of observed data, load-balancing of SDP as well as convenient
long-term preservation of Data Products.
3) The Data Queues perform a similar function for communication of information which
is updated over the time that the raw data are processed, such Quality Assessment
and calibration data. However, the architectural pattern employed here is a
content-based publish-subscribe pattern, as the primary focus is distributing updates
in real-time.
4) Furthermore, a pipe-and-filter style is used in decompositions of parts of the system
where near-real-time handling of data are essential, i.e. the Receive and Real-Time
Processing components or internals of the Data Queues component.
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5.1. Scalability
Requirements: SDP_REQ-829 (Scalability)

5.1.1. Internal Data
The primary communication types in the architecture have been chosen specifically to
address scalability concerns:
1. Using persistent storage for write-(nearly)-once data seems to be the highest
performance technology at the present time. We achieve scalability by supporting
both multiple front-end File System Interfaces as well as splitting the back-end into
multiple independent Storage instances. This should give us the tools necessary to
prevent the kind of metadata operation bottlenecks that happen for global file
systems.
Note that for this architecture, this is meant to include not only visibility data, but also
intermediate and final data products of pipelines as well as sky model and telescope
model representations.
2. Data which are updated during processing are handled by a keyed data queue
mechanism that allows distributed updates and subscriptions of queues. This
approach has proven to have many scalable implementations (for example Apache
Kafka and Amazon Kinesis), as queues can be grouped together or considered
separately as needed to scale the application.
This is meant as the main mechanism to scale the distribution of real-time products
such as calibration solutions (both for real-time and off-line processing), Quality
Assessment data, as well as alert information.
3. Finally, for slowly changing low-volume configuration-type data, we are going to
employ a distributed configuration database. Again, this is a pattern that has been
shown to scale well, as it becomes viable to cache copies of the information close to
consumers.

5.1.2. Processing
Scalability of processing is supported on the highest level by parallel partitioning: The
architecture encourages processing blocks to be implemented using multiple independent
instances of execution engines and data islands to exploit “embarrassing” parallelism as
much as possible.

5.2. Performance
Requirements: TODO (latency requirements!)
● The Real-time TANGO interfaces do not pass through Execution Control. Instead the
appropriate TANGO devices are set up in the Data Queues component, and the
Processing Block TANGO devices are expected to use attribute forwarding to pass
this data through. With a suitable deployment this should make it possible to emit
alerts and calibration solutions with minimal delay.
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5.3. Usability
Requirements: SDP_REQ-814 (Level of Monitoring)

● SDP supports top-level monitoring of a standard set of attributes via TANGO, as well
as more detailed drill-down investigation into logs via the ELK log interface.

5.4. Reliability
Requirements: SDP_REQ-821 (Failure detection to Achieve Ai), SDP_REQ-823 (Failure
Prevention), SDP_REQ-824 (Ingest and Buffer Failure Prevention), SDP_REQ-825
(Monitoring to prevent critical failures), and SDP_REQ-52 (Failsafe), SDP_REQ-30 (Graceful
degradation).
●

●

●

●

●

●

By hierarchically splitting up control between different controller components (Master
Controller, Processing Controller, Processing Block Controller, Service Masters,
Processing) we reduce the complexity that every single controller component has to
handle.
We avoid tight coupling of top-level components, which allows defining degraded
states that limit the complexity that failures can have in our system. We attempt to
provide as much top-level functionality as possible in every situation.
The presence of the configuration database allows us to enhance the reliability of
components: By storing top-level state in a robust database, components can recover
their state after failure, ideally continuing operation seamlessly. See Failover
Handling (section 2.4.6).
Platform services is meant to detect failures and notify Master and Processing
controllers, which are responsible for reacting to the failure (as the entities
provisioning the resource).
Prevention of hardware failures as reaction to indicators (such as increased
temperature, running low on storage or packet losses) is the responsibility of
Monitoring in Execution Control, which might mark resources as unavailable. This
might cause services to be migrated, or workflows to be re-scheduled or cancelled.
Depending on scale of degradation, ingest failure prevention is first responsibility of
Receive. The Processing Controller is meant to monitor performance via coordination
interface and follow up with global action as required.

5.5. Portability
Requirements: SDP_REQ-812 (Portability of SDP to SRCs)
● Telescope Model control interfaces can be implemented independently, Science
Data Models can be extracted from existing Data Products, while CSP and LFAA
interfaces are optional if no real-time pipelines are implemented. Therefore SDP is
portable to environments outside of one of the SKA telescopes.

6. Related Views
This view is decomposed further in the following views:
● SDP Delivery C&C View [RD03]
● SDP Processing C&C View [RD04]
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Furthermore the SDP Platform C&C [RD05] is a Component and Connector view on the
same level as this view. It appears in a number of decompositions.
Components from this view are implemented using modules documented in the SDP
System-Level Module Decomposition and Dependency View [RD07].
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